4.'Computed'SVD'Score'with'the'split'defined'by'CBSV'vs. 'UCBSV'across'the'genome'in'windows'of'500'bp, 'sliding'in'increments'of' 817' 100'bp, 'and'resulting'SVD'Scores'plotted'across'the'genome.'Boundaries'between'genes'are'marked'with'vertical'lines'to'further' 818' characterize'the'CBSV'and'UCBSV'genomes.'Rates'of'molecular'evolution'were'estimated'using'CODEML'implemented'in'PAML' 819'
(Phylogenetic' Analysis' by' Maximum' Likelihood) 54 .' ' The' results' are' shown' for' each' gene' and' D' represents' the' difference' in' 820' likelihoods'from'the'null'hypothesis'(CBSV'and'UCBSV'have'equal'rates)'and'the'alternative'hypothesis'(CBSV'and'UCBSV'have' 821' different'rates 
